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The Chinese University of Hong Kong has entered into a partnership with the School of International Law and Comparative Law
Aug 19 Hong Kong Lawyer
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Solidarity "A La Carte": The EU’s Response to Boat Migration
09/08/19 Opinio Juris

Coercive tactics: China, Turkey and International Law
09/08/19 Maritime Issues

Can Regulatory Freedom Justify Indirect Expropriation in Investment Arbitration?
10/08/19 Kluwer Arbitration Blog
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Cooper-Letwin bill: here’s how the plan to prevent a no-deal Brexit by law will actually work
03/08/19 Brinkwire

Parliament in ‘weakest position’ it has ever been in to block no deal – ‘Very difficult
08/08/19 Daily Express

‘Good chance' no deal rebels will get shock 'opportunity' from Speaker – there is a catch
17/08/19 Daily Express online
The queen isn’t meant to get involved in U.K. politics. Boris Johnson just dragged her in.

28/08/19    NBC News (also F3 News and Euro News online, 41 WMGT)

Anti-Boris Johnson Challenges Set Up Confusing Scramble in U.K. Courts
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Of bias and frames: Forgotten episodes and mechanisms of transitional justice
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The Brexit Prorogation: an unsustainable constitutional confrontation
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